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without a trace. Issues such as 
these are often caused by 
improper application by a tape 
applicator or not using                
the right type of tape for            
the application.

A final, often overlooked, issue         
is damage due to sharp               
instruments. Something as 
simple as a knife or other 
sharp object can wreak havoc along the supply chain. 
Knife cuts and nicks cause product damage and may 
cause items to be deemed unsaleable, resulting in costly 
returns.  The Grocery Manufacturers  Association and the 
Food Marketing Institute estimate that damaged product 
and other unsaleables cost consumer packaged goods 
manufacturers $15 billion annually or 1 to 2 percent of a 
manufacturer’s gross sales. 

A second risk associated with knives is personal injury due 
to cuts and lacerations. The Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration estimates that just one cut or             
laceration can cost $36,500, including direct costs such 
as worker’s compensation payouts and healthcare, and 
indirect costs such as wages paid related to lost time          
or work stoppage, and time and money spent on            
worker replacement. 

On the positive side, these issues have a common            
thread that’s easily fixed. Selecting the right combination 
of packaging tape and application device can not            
only address these common complaints and deliver a 
quality, secure seal on your cartons, but also maximize 
efficiencies on packaging lines to keep them running 
longer and faster.

Packaging Tapes 
Let’s start with packaging tape. Selecting the right tape is 
essential to maintaining the integrity of your carton and 

A secure, easy-to-open seal is critical to both your bottom 
line and your reputation. 

You’ve invested a lot of time and dollars into your product. 
You’ve put countless hours and effort into its development, 
in creating quality measures, in designing eye-catching 
packaging, and even in shipping to ensure it gets to its 
destination intact. Essentially, you rely on that product – 
and carton – to make a great first impression. 

Unfortunately, packaging issues along the supply chain 
can affect your company’s image – and your production 
efficiency. 

Packaging Issues
There are three case sealing 
issues that many organizations 
face.

The first issue revolves around 
production issues such as          
packaging tape not sticking, in 
addition to broken and uncut 
tape. These cases often result 
in production downtime, carton reworks and material 

waste, not to mention the       
additional tape usage and 
labor costs to fix the problem 
cartons and keep them sealed.

The second issue involves 
unsecure seals. This can result 
in cartons opening during 
storage or transit due to stress, 
leaving product exposed,         
thereby increasing the risk of 

product damage, contamination and even items being 
refused at delivery. Theft is another unfortunate result of        
unsecure seals. A weak seal makes it easy to slide a hand 
into the carton to remove one or two items, oftentimes

used in the U.S. was successfully recovered for recycling, 
maintaining its top position as the most-recycled              
packaging material.”  Although great for the environment, 
the higher recycled content of corrugated containers can 
affect packaging tape’s ability to create a secure seal. 

That’s because as the recycled content in corrugated 
containers increases, smaller fibers and more fillers are 
used, which creates a difficult surface for packaging tape 
to stick. 

Shurtape designed its HP 235 packaging tape with an 
enhanced adhesive engineered 
specifically for sealing             
highly recycled corrugated 
containers, particularly 
100-percent recycled. The 
optimized adhesive formula 
results in higher adhesion and 
higher shear, and also provides 
increased fiber tear when the 
tape is removed, offering 
tamper-evident security. 

Tape Quality
Tape quality is another important factor to consider when 
choosing a packaging tape. So much so that the Pressure 
Sensitive Tape Council (PSTC) developed its Responsible 
Tape Manufacturer (RTM) program,  which certifies 
member companies against numerous regulations, laws 
and best practices related to both product quality and 
manufacturing responsibility. Products offered by RTM-    
certified companies, like Shurtape, are manufactured to 
meet strict standards, producing a product you can     
proudly apply. 

And, quality packaging tapes are designed to keep             
packaging lines running faster and longer. Variables such     
as inconsistent film thickness, thin adhesive coating and 
little release coating may hinder the performance of the 
tape. Make sure your tape manufacturer places its tapes 

Another important consideration when choosing a          
packaging tape is grade. Packaging tapes are available in 
a variety of grades, meaning varying levels of film            
thickness and amount of adhesive. 

These grades ensure you have the right holding power and 
tensile strength based on the several variables, including 
the carton’s size, weight and environment, among other              
considerations. As any of these factors increases, so too 
should the grade of tape.

Specialty Tapes
In addition to the standard hot melt product offering, 
some applications require a specialty tape. 

Without proper tape adhesion, some cartons, especially 
those on the top pallet layer, may end up with a weaker 
seal, allowing them to pop open. This issue is magnified in 
a cold environment. 

Cold, often harsh environments, like produce packaging, 
meat and poultry processing, dairy facilities, cold         
weather moving/storage and unheated warehouses in 
cold-weather climates, often require a tape engineered 

specifically for performance in 
sub-freezing conditions. 

Shurtape HP 132 and HP 232 
are specially formulated with a  
synthetic rubber/resin hot melt 
adhesive that will provide            
an instant, permanent bond          
in sub-freezing temperatures      
to keep packages sealed        
and secured.

Sealing recycled corrugated cartons is another application 
that demands a specialized tape. 

According to the Corrugated Packaging Alliance, “in 2012, 
91 percent (29 million tons) of the corrugated packaging 

force to create a bond to the carton. The proper amount        
of pressure drives the tape’s adhesive into the surface,           
allowing the adhesive to entangle itself deep within the 
fibers of the carton to create a secure seal. 

In an automated setting, this 
force is provided by a tape 
applicator, which typically is 
designed with two rollers that 
are positioned at the front          
and rear of the unit. In many 
cases, the force generated            
by these rollers is not sufficient         
to create a secure seal,               
especially if you’re sealing 
under-filled cartons. 

With the increase in Internet shopping and the use of 
flexible packaging by many manufacturers, under-filled 
cartons are  becoming more prevalent and present a 
major sealing issue for tape applicators. A tape applicator 
can achieve more force on a full box if there’s resistance 
from the product within. 
Under-filled cartons don’t have 
that resistance and therefore 
receive less force from the 
wipe-down mechanisms, which 
can lead to unsecure seals. 

So, when selecting a tape        
applicator, look for options          
that offer multiple wipe-down 
mechanisms. For example, after 
three years of research and 
testing, Shurtape paired its         
HP Series packaging tape with a 
PrimeLoc™ tape applicator* to create The ShurSEAL®          
Solution. The PrimeLoc tape applicator is designed with           
multiple, flexible wipe-down points, which allow for full            
utilization of the tape’s adhesive, even on under-filled cartons.

through a rigorous testing process to ensure the                 
consistency of every roll. 

Shurtape HP Series has a uniquely engineered formula 
that delivers a consistent, low-force unwind off the roll so 
that every roll is “good to the core,” meaning no tape          
is wasted. 

Why Does it Matter? 
Why do all these factors matter? Tape issues, like not 
sticking and breaking, can be costly due to additional 
tape usage, production downtime and reworks. But, using 
a packaging tape with an aggressive adhesive, in some 
cases designed for your specific application, allows for a 
better bond. And, tapes that offer easy and consistent 
unwind from the roll means less stretching and fewer 
breaks during application. So less tape will be used and 
fewer reworks will be required. 

Additionally, application issues resulting in cartons 
popping open and weak seals that are easy to pilfer, can 
be addressed with tapes that offer better holding           
power. The shear strength means cartons can withstand 
more stress – and a better seal means there’s more              
tamper-evident security via visible fiber tear.

Application Method
Not only is it important to have a packaging tape that’s 
made well, but application method is also important. The 
combination of the right tape and application device can 
provide a secure, easy-to-open seal that addresses the 
critical sealing issues faced by many organizations. 

There are two ways to apply tape to your cartons – by          
hand and by machine. Here, we will focus on the               
automated process. 

The Importance of Wipe-Down Force
It’s important to note that packaging tapes are pressure 
sensitive, meaning they require some type of wipe-down 

Your cartons will encounter a variety of stresses and issues 
along the supply chain, until finally reaching their             
destination...where something as simple as a knife or 
other sharp instrument can cause damage.

Knife cuts are all too common during unpacking, causing           
product damage, and in unfortunate instances, personal 
injury. Once the product is damaged, it’s often returned          
as unsaleable; and as noted earlier, the costs associated 
with just one cut or laceration are astronomical.                      
In addition to the monetary costs associated with these 
injuries, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics suggests            
these types of workplace injuries may require up to four days 
for recuperation.  

To minimize the damage and 
danger associated with knife 
cuts, The ShurSEAL Solution        
is available with optional           
Folded-Edge Technology, a 
feature that folds the edges*** 
of the tape along the length        
of the carton as it’s applied. 
This creates a secure, 
ready-to-open seal that doesn’t require a knife or blade to 
open – essentially creating a dry tape edge that can be 
grasped and removed by hand, reducing the risk  of        
product damage and worker injury due to knife cuts along 
the supply chain. 

Folding the edges of the tape also reinforces seal strength,            
particularly at its most vulnerable failure point – the         
major flaps where the tape folds over the edge of the 
carton. This reduces the risk of the tape being nicked and 
broken, providing an added layer of security to keep 
contents secure from damage, contamination and theft.

Summary
To summarize, many organizations, large and small, face 
packaging issues along the supply chain. An unsecure 
seal is often at the heart of most of these issues. 

And, with more of the tape’s adhesive being used to seal 
the carton, more force is required to open it. Compared to 
other leading tape and applicator combinations, The        
ShurSEAL Solution requires three times the force to break 
the seal on an under-filled carton.**

What does this mean for case 
sealing issues? A better seal. 
With proper application, more of 
the tape’s adhesive is used, 
creating a more secure seal 
that’s able to withstand the 
external stress forces met 
throughout the distribution 
network. And, one that offers 
visual evidence – via fiber tear – 
that the tape has been removed or tampered with, providing 
an additional layer of security.

Avoiding Damage Due to Sharp Instruments
Now, let’s address that third, often overlooked, issue: 
damage due to sharp instruments. 

You may have every precaution in place to ensure the 
safety and quality of your product, but you can’t                  
necessarily extend your reach beyond your facility. 

We’ve spent a great deal of time testing and refining The 
ShurSEAL Solution to deliver a carton sealing system that 
addresses concerns over weak seals. Shurtape HP Series 
packaging tape is uniquely engineered to create an 
instant bond to cartons and the PrimeLoc tape applicator 
is designed to deliver unmatched wipe-down force for 
secure, tamper-evident seals. For added performance, the 
tape applicator’s optional Folded-Edge Technology 
reinforces strength and creates a ready-to-open seal. 

Please visit ShurSEALSecure.com to learn more about The 
ShurSEAL Solution and how it can help increase               
efficiencies on your packaging lines and deliver secure 
seals, every time. 

You can also contact us at 888.442.TAPE to schedule an 
evaluation of your carton sealing situation and review 
potential cost savings that could be achieved by switching 
to The ShurSEAL Solution.

Packaging tape issues, like tape not sticking and broken or 
uncut tape, can lead to production downtime, reworks, 
material waste and more. 

Unsecure seals, caused by improper application by a tape 
applicator or using the wrong tape for the application, can 
result in cartons opening during transit, product damage, 
contamination and theft.

And, finally, the often overlooked issue of using sharp 
instruments to open cartons can lead to costly knife cuts, 
resulting in product damage 
and possible personal injury.

But, selecting the right               
combination of tape and                 
application device can help        
fix these issues, maximize            
production efficiency to save 
time and money, and give you a 
little more time to spend on 
other things.

And, with a better, more reliable seal, you can be confident 
your seal – and your brand image – will maintain its hold, 
from the packaging line to the customer.

product. It’s also critical to enabling lines to stay up          
and running.

Packaging tapes are available in a variety of adhesives 
and grades. Two common adhesive types are acrylic and 
hot melt. 

Acrylic tapes are constructed with cast BOPP film that 
provides uniform thickness and durable performance. They 
offer good initial tack because their adhesive is more 
viscous (or liquid like). This allows for better tack to the 
corrugated surface; however, the viscosity also makes it 
easier for the adhesive to flow out when external stress 
forces are met. 

Hot melt tapes are constructed with three layers: a cast 
BOPP film backing like that found in acrylic tapes, a 
special release coat that allows these tapes to unwind 
consistently and easily, and the adhesive layer. 

Whereas acrylic adhesive strength builds over time, hot 
melt adhesives are produced with a very strong synthetic 
rubber/resin, which generates an instant, aggressive bond 
to corrugated cartons. Once applied, it would take an 
extreme amount of force to cause the adhesive to pull 
away from itself. So, if applied properly, it would be more 
likely to rip the corrugated material than fail.

The Hot Melt Difference
In addition to an aggressive bond to corrugated cartons, a 
hot melt adhesive offers higher cohesive strength. In other 
words: its ability to maintain its hold on your carton. 

External forces encountered through the lifecycle, such as 
lifting, shifting, forklifts and general stress applied during 
storage and transit, can affect the tape’s holding power. 
When external forces such as these are met, the exterior of 
the carton will contort and apply stress to the tape, 
typically where the major flaps meet the side of the carton. 
If the tape’s cohesive strength is not sufficient, it will fail, 
leading to cartons popping open, and the potential for 
product damage, contamination and theft. 

Manufacturers, such as          
Shurtape, place their tapes 
through rigorous testing to 
ensure they provide strong 
holding power. 

This is typically done through a 
shear test, which simulates the 
tape being adhered to the side 
of a carton. In most industrial 

packaging applications, it is best to use a tape that is 
rated at or above 10,000 minutes of holding power.          
Shurtape HP Series packaging tapes, for example,         
consistently provide the highest holding power to                 
fiberboard in the industry.

Grades of Packaging Tape

Production issues such as 
uncut packaging tape can lead 
to downtime, material waste 
and more.

Unsecure seals can leave 
product exposed, increasing the 
risk of damage, contamination 
and theft.

Using a sharp instrument to 
open a carton increases the risk 
of product damage, as well as 
personal injury.



without a trace. Issues such as 
these are often caused by 
improper application by a tape 
applicator or not using                
the right type of tape for            
the application.

A final, often overlooked, issue         
is damage due to sharp               
instruments. Something as 
simple as a knife or other 
sharp object can wreak havoc along the supply chain. 
Knife cuts and nicks cause product damage and may 
cause items to be deemed unsaleable, resulting in costly 
returns.  The Grocery Manufacturers  Association and the 
Food Marketing Institute estimate that damaged product 
and other unsaleables cost consumer packaged goods 
manufacturers $15 billion annually or 1 to 2 percent of a 
manufacturer’s gross sales. 

A second risk associated with knives is personal injury due 
to cuts and lacerations. The Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration estimates that just one cut or             
laceration can cost $36,500, including direct costs such 
as worker’s compensation payouts and healthcare, and 
indirect costs such as wages paid related to lost time          
or work stoppage, and time and money spent on            
worker replacement. 

On the positive side, these issues have a common            
thread that’s easily fixed. Selecting the right combination 
of packaging tape and application device can not            
only address these common complaints and deliver a 
quality, secure seal on your cartons, but also maximize 
efficiencies on packaging lines to keep them running 
longer and faster.

Packaging Tapes 
Let’s start with packaging tape. Selecting the right tape is 
essential to maintaining the integrity of your carton and 

used in the U.S. was successfully recovered for recycling, 
maintaining its top position as the most-recycled              
packaging material.”  Although great for the environment, 
the higher recycled content of corrugated containers can 
affect packaging tape’s ability to create a secure seal. 

That’s because as the recycled content in corrugated 
containers increases, smaller fibers and more fillers are 
used, which creates a difficult surface for packaging tape 
to stick. 

Shurtape designed its HP 235 packaging tape with an 
enhanced adhesive engineered 
specifically for sealing             
highly recycled corrugated 
containers, particularly 
100-percent recycled. The 
optimized adhesive formula 
results in higher adhesion and 
higher shear, and also provides 
increased fiber tear when the 
tape is removed, offering 
tamper-evident security. 

Tape Quality
Tape quality is another important factor to consider when 
choosing a packaging tape. So much so that the Pressure 
Sensitive Tape Council (PSTC) developed its Responsible 
Tape Manufacturer (RTM) program,  which certifies 
member companies against numerous regulations, laws 
and best practices related to both product quality and 
manufacturing responsibility. Products offered by RTM-    
certified companies, like Shurtape, are manufactured to 
meet strict standards, producing a product you can     
proudly apply. 

And, quality packaging tapes are designed to keep             
packaging lines running faster and longer. Variables such     
as inconsistent film thickness, thin adhesive coating and 
little release coating may hinder the performance of the 
tape. Make sure your tape manufacturer places its tapes 

Another important consideration when choosing a          
packaging tape is grade. Packaging tapes are available in 
a variety of grades, meaning varying levels of film            
thickness and amount of adhesive. 

These grades ensure you have the right holding power and 
tensile strength based on the several variables, including 
the carton’s size, weight and environment, among other              
considerations. As any of these factors increases, so too 
should the grade of tape.

Specialty Tapes
In addition to the standard hot melt product offering, 
some applications require a specialty tape. 

Without proper tape adhesion, some cartons, especially 
those on the top pallet layer, may end up with a weaker 
seal, allowing them to pop open. This issue is magnified in 
a cold environment. 

Cold, often harsh environments, like produce packaging, 
meat and poultry processing, dairy facilities, cold         
weather moving/storage and unheated warehouses in 
cold-weather climates, often require a tape engineered 

specifically for performance in 
sub-freezing conditions. 

Shurtape HP 132 and HP 232 
are specially formulated with a  
synthetic rubber/resin hot melt 
adhesive that will provide            
an instant, permanent bond          
in sub-freezing temperatures      
to keep packages sealed        
and secured.

Sealing recycled corrugated cartons is another application 
that demands a specialized tape. 

According to the Corrugated Packaging Alliance, “in 2012, 
91 percent (29 million tons) of the corrugated packaging 

force to create a bond to the carton. The proper amount        
of pressure drives the tape’s adhesive into the surface,           
allowing the adhesive to entangle itself deep within the 
fibers of the carton to create a secure seal. 

In an automated setting, this 
force is provided by a tape 
applicator, which typically is 
designed with two rollers that 
are positioned at the front          
and rear of the unit. In many 
cases, the force generated            
by these rollers is not sufficient         
to create a secure seal,               
especially if you’re sealing 
under-filled cartons. 

With the increase in Internet shopping and the use of 
flexible packaging by many manufacturers, under-filled 
cartons are  becoming more prevalent and present a 
major sealing issue for tape applicators. A tape applicator 
can achieve more force on a full box if there’s resistance 
from the product within. 
Under-filled cartons don’t have 
that resistance and therefore 
receive less force from the 
wipe-down mechanisms, which 
can lead to unsecure seals. 

So, when selecting a tape        
applicator, look for options          
that offer multiple wipe-down 
mechanisms. For example, after 
three years of research and 
testing, Shurtape paired its         
HP Series packaging tape with a 
PrimeLoc™ tape applicator* to create The ShurSEAL®          
Solution. The PrimeLoc tape applicator is designed with           
multiple, flexible wipe-down points, which allow for full            
utilization of the tape’s adhesive, even on under-filled cartons.

through a rigorous testing process to ensure the                 
consistency of every roll. 

Shurtape HP Series has a uniquely engineered formula 
that delivers a consistent, low-force unwind off the roll so 
that every roll is “good to the core,” meaning no tape          
is wasted. 

Why Does it Matter? 
Why do all these factors matter? Tape issues, like not 
sticking and breaking, can be costly due to additional 
tape usage, production downtime and reworks. But, using 
a packaging tape with an aggressive adhesive, in some 
cases designed for your specific application, allows for a 
better bond. And, tapes that offer easy and consistent 
unwind from the roll means less stretching and fewer 
breaks during application. So less tape will be used and 
fewer reworks will be required. 

Additionally, application issues resulting in cartons 
popping open and weak seals that are easy to pilfer, can 
be addressed with tapes that offer better holding           
power. The shear strength means cartons can withstand 
more stress – and a better seal means there’s more              
tamper-evident security via visible fiber tear.

Application Method
Not only is it important to have a packaging tape that’s 
made well, but application method is also important. The 
combination of the right tape and application device can 
provide a secure, easy-to-open seal that addresses the 
critical sealing issues faced by many organizations. 

There are two ways to apply tape to your cartons – by          
hand and by machine. Here, we will focus on the               
automated process. 

The Importance of Wipe-Down Force
It’s important to note that packaging tapes are pressure 
sensitive, meaning they require some type of wipe-down 

Your cartons will encounter a variety of stresses and issues 
along the supply chain, until finally reaching their             
destination...where something as simple as a knife or 
other sharp instrument can cause damage.

Knife cuts are all too common during unpacking, causing           
product damage, and in unfortunate instances, personal 
injury. Once the product is damaged, it’s often returned          
as unsaleable; and as noted earlier, the costs associated 
with just one cut or laceration are astronomical.                      
In addition to the monetary costs associated with these 
injuries, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics suggests            
these types of workplace injuries may require up to four days 
for recuperation.  

To minimize the damage and 
danger associated with knife 
cuts, The ShurSEAL Solution        
is available with optional           
Folded-Edge Technology, a 
feature that folds the edges*** 
of the tape along the length        
of the carton as it’s applied. 
This creates a secure, 
ready-to-open seal that doesn’t require a knife or blade to 
open – essentially creating a dry tape edge that can be 
grasped and removed by hand, reducing the risk  of        
product damage and worker injury due to knife cuts along 
the supply chain. 

Folding the edges of the tape also reinforces seal strength,            
particularly at its most vulnerable failure point – the         
major flaps where the tape folds over the edge of the 
carton. This reduces the risk of the tape being nicked and 
broken, providing an added layer of security to keep 
contents secure from damage, contamination and theft.

Summary
To summarize, many organizations, large and small, face 
packaging issues along the supply chain. An unsecure 
seal is often at the heart of most of these issues. 

And, with more of the tape’s adhesive being used to seal 
the carton, more force is required to open it. Compared to 
other leading tape and applicator combinations, The        
ShurSEAL Solution requires three times the force to break 
the seal on an under-filled carton.**

What does this mean for case 
sealing issues? A better seal. 
With proper application, more of 
the tape’s adhesive is used, 
creating a more secure seal 
that’s able to withstand the 
external stress forces met 
throughout the distribution 
network. And, one that offers 
visual evidence – via fiber tear – 
that the tape has been removed or tampered with, providing 
an additional layer of security.

Avoiding Damage Due to Sharp Instruments
Now, let’s address that third, often overlooked, issue: 
damage due to sharp instruments. 

You may have every precaution in place to ensure the 
safety and quality of your product, but you can’t                  
necessarily extend your reach beyond your facility. 

We’ve spent a great deal of time testing and refining The 
ShurSEAL Solution to deliver a carton sealing system that 
addresses concerns over weak seals. Shurtape HP Series 
packaging tape is uniquely engineered to create an 
instant bond to cartons and the PrimeLoc tape applicator 
is designed to deliver unmatched wipe-down force for 
secure, tamper-evident seals. For added performance, the 
tape applicator’s optional Folded-Edge Technology 
reinforces strength and creates a ready-to-open seal. 

Please visit ShurSEALSecure.com to learn more about The 
ShurSEAL Solution and how it can help increase               
efficiencies on your packaging lines and deliver secure 
seals, every time. 

You can also contact us at 888.442.TAPE to schedule an 
evaluation of your carton sealing situation and review 
potential cost savings that could be achieved by switching 
to The ShurSEAL Solution.

Packaging tape issues, like tape not sticking and broken or 
uncut tape, can lead to production downtime, reworks, 
material waste and more. 

Unsecure seals, caused by improper application by a tape 
applicator or using the wrong tape for the application, can 
result in cartons opening during transit, product damage, 
contamination and theft.

And, finally, the often overlooked issue of using sharp 
instruments to open cartons can lead to costly knife cuts, 
resulting in product damage 
and possible personal injury.

But, selecting the right               
combination of tape and                 
application device can help        
fix these issues, maximize            
production efficiency to save 
time and money, and give you a 
little more time to spend on 
other things.

And, with a better, more reliable seal, you can be confident 
your seal – and your brand image – will maintain its hold, 
from the packaging line to the customer.

product. It’s also critical to enabling lines to stay up          
and running.

Packaging tapes are available in a variety of adhesives 
and grades. Two common adhesive types are acrylic and 
hot melt. 

Acrylic tapes are constructed with cast BOPP film that 
provides uniform thickness and durable performance. They 
offer good initial tack because their adhesive is more 
viscous (or liquid like). This allows for better tack to the 
corrugated surface; however, the viscosity also makes it 
easier for the adhesive to flow out when external stress 
forces are met. 

Hot melt tapes are constructed with three layers: a cast 
BOPP film backing like that found in acrylic tapes, a 
special release coat that allows these tapes to unwind 
consistently and easily, and the adhesive layer. 

Whereas acrylic adhesive strength builds over time, hot 
melt adhesives are produced with a very strong synthetic 
rubber/resin, which generates an instant, aggressive bond 
to corrugated cartons. Once applied, it would take an 
extreme amount of force to cause the adhesive to pull 
away from itself. So, if applied properly, it would be more 
likely to rip the corrugated material than fail.

The Hot Melt Difference
In addition to an aggressive bond to corrugated cartons, a 
hot melt adhesive offers higher cohesive strength. In other 
words: its ability to maintain its hold on your carton. 

External forces encountered through the lifecycle, such as 
lifting, shifting, forklifts and general stress applied during 
storage and transit, can affect the tape’s holding power. 
When external forces such as these are met, the exterior of 
the carton will contort and apply stress to the tape, 
typically where the major flaps meet the side of the carton. 
If the tape’s cohesive strength is not sufficient, it will fail, 
leading to cartons popping open, and the potential for 
product damage, contamination and theft. 

Manufacturers, such as          
Shurtape, place their tapes 
through rigorous testing to 
ensure they provide strong 
holding power. 

This is typically done through a 
shear test, which simulates the 
tape being adhered to the side 
of a carton. In most industrial 

packaging applications, it is best to use a tape that is 
rated at or above 10,000 minutes of holding power.          
Shurtape HP Series packaging tapes, for example,         
consistently provide the highest holding power to                 
fiberboard in the industry.

Grades of Packaging Tape

A shear test examines a tape’s 
ability to hold to the surface to 
which it’s applied.

Tape selection should be based on several factors, including carton size, weight 
and production/shipping environment.

Hot melt packaging tapes, like Shurtape HP Series, are made with three layers.

 



without a trace. Issues such as 
these are often caused by 
improper application by a tape 
applicator or not using                
the right type of tape for            
the application.

A final, often overlooked, issue         
is damage due to sharp               
instruments. Something as 
simple as a knife or other 
sharp object can wreak havoc along the supply chain. 
Knife cuts and nicks cause product damage and may 
cause items to be deemed unsaleable, resulting in costly 
returns.  The Grocery Manufacturers  Association and the 
Food Marketing Institute estimate that damaged product 
and other unsaleables cost consumer packaged goods 
manufacturers $15 billion annually or 1 to 2 percent of a 
manufacturer’s gross sales. 

A second risk associated with knives is personal injury due 
to cuts and lacerations. The Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration estimates that just one cut or             
laceration can cost $36,500, including direct costs such 
as worker’s compensation payouts and healthcare, and 
indirect costs such as wages paid related to lost time          
or work stoppage, and time and money spent on            
worker replacement. 

On the positive side, these issues have a common            
thread that’s easily fixed. Selecting the right combination 
of packaging tape and application device can not            
only address these common complaints and deliver a 
quality, secure seal on your cartons, but also maximize 
efficiencies on packaging lines to keep them running 
longer and faster.

Packaging Tapes 
Let’s start with packaging tape. Selecting the right tape is 
essential to maintaining the integrity of your carton and 

used in the U.S. was successfully recovered for recycling, 
maintaining its top position as the most-recycled              
packaging material.”  Although great for the environment, 
the higher recycled content of corrugated containers can 
affect packaging tape’s ability to create a secure seal. 

That’s because as the recycled content in corrugated 
containers increases, smaller fibers and more fillers are 
used, which creates a difficult surface for packaging tape 
to stick. 

Shurtape designed its HP 235 packaging tape with an 
enhanced adhesive engineered 
specifically for sealing             
highly recycled corrugated 
containers, particularly 
100-percent recycled. The 
optimized adhesive formula 
results in higher adhesion and 
higher shear, and also provides 
increased fiber tear when the 
tape is removed, offering 
tamper-evident security. 

Tape Quality
Tape quality is another important factor to consider when 
choosing a packaging tape. So much so that the Pressure 
Sensitive Tape Council (PSTC) developed its Responsible 
Tape Manufacturer (RTM) program,  which certifies 
member companies against numerous regulations, laws 
and best practices related to both product quality and 
manufacturing responsibility. Products offered by RTM-    
certified companies, like Shurtape, are manufactured to 
meet strict standards, producing a product you can     
proudly apply. 

And, quality packaging tapes are designed to keep             
packaging lines running faster and longer. Variables such     
as inconsistent film thickness, thin adhesive coating and 
little release coating may hinder the performance of the 
tape. Make sure your tape manufacturer places its tapes 

Another important consideration when choosing a          
packaging tape is grade. Packaging tapes are available in 
a variety of grades, meaning varying levels of film            
thickness and amount of adhesive. 

These grades ensure you have the right holding power and 
tensile strength based on the several variables, including 
the carton’s size, weight and environment, among other              
considerations. As any of these factors increases, so too 
should the grade of tape.

Specialty Tapes
In addition to the standard hot melt product offering, 
some applications require a specialty tape. 

Without proper tape adhesion, some cartons, especially 
those on the top pallet layer, may end up with a weaker 
seal, allowing them to pop open. This issue is magnified in 
a cold environment. 

Cold, often harsh environments, like produce packaging, 
meat and poultry processing, dairy facilities, cold         
weather moving/storage and unheated warehouses in 
cold-weather climates, often require a tape engineered 

specifically for performance in 
sub-freezing conditions. 

Shurtape HP 132 and HP 232 
are specially formulated with a  
synthetic rubber/resin hot melt 
adhesive that will provide            
an instant, permanent bond          
in sub-freezing temperatures      
to keep packages sealed        
and secured.

Sealing recycled corrugated cartons is another application 
that demands a specialized tape. 

According to the Corrugated Packaging Alliance, “in 2012, 
91 percent (29 million tons) of the corrugated packaging 

force to create a bond to the carton. The proper amount        
of pressure drives the tape’s adhesive into the surface,           
allowing the adhesive to entangle itself deep within the 
fibers of the carton to create a secure seal. 

In an automated setting, this 
force is provided by a tape 
applicator, which typically is 
designed with two rollers that 
are positioned at the front          
and rear of the unit. In many 
cases, the force generated            
by these rollers is not sufficient         
to create a secure seal,               
especially if you’re sealing 
under-filled cartons. 

With the increase in Internet shopping and the use of 
flexible packaging by many manufacturers, under-filled 
cartons are  becoming more prevalent and present a 
major sealing issue for tape applicators. A tape applicator 
can achieve more force on a full box if there’s resistance 
from the product within. 
Under-filled cartons don’t have 
that resistance and therefore 
receive less force from the 
wipe-down mechanisms, which 
can lead to unsecure seals. 

So, when selecting a tape        
applicator, look for options          
that offer multiple wipe-down 
mechanisms. For example, after 
three years of research and 
testing, Shurtape paired its         
HP Series packaging tape with a 
PrimeLoc™ tape applicator* to create The ShurSEAL®          
Solution. The PrimeLoc tape applicator is designed with           
multiple, flexible wipe-down points, which allow for full            
utilization of the tape’s adhesive, even on under-filled cartons.

through a rigorous testing process to ensure the                 
consistency of every roll. 

Shurtape HP Series has a uniquely engineered formula 
that delivers a consistent, low-force unwind off the roll so 
that every roll is “good to the core,” meaning no tape          
is wasted. 

Why Does it Matter? 
Why do all these factors matter? Tape issues, like not 
sticking and breaking, can be costly due to additional 
tape usage, production downtime and reworks. But, using 
a packaging tape with an aggressive adhesive, in some 
cases designed for your specific application, allows for a 
better bond. And, tapes that offer easy and consistent 
unwind from the roll means less stretching and fewer 
breaks during application. So less tape will be used and 
fewer reworks will be required. 

Additionally, application issues resulting in cartons 
popping open and weak seals that are easy to pilfer, can 
be addressed with tapes that offer better holding           
power. The shear strength means cartons can withstand 
more stress – and a better seal means there’s more              
tamper-evident security via visible fiber tear.

Application Method
Not only is it important to have a packaging tape that’s 
made well, but application method is also important. The 
combination of the right tape and application device can 
provide a secure, easy-to-open seal that addresses the 
critical sealing issues faced by many organizations. 

There are two ways to apply tape to your cartons – by          
hand and by machine. Here, we will focus on the               
automated process. 

The Importance of Wipe-Down Force
It’s important to note that packaging tapes are pressure 
sensitive, meaning they require some type of wipe-down 

Your cartons will encounter a variety of stresses and issues 
along the supply chain, until finally reaching their             
destination...where something as simple as a knife or 
other sharp instrument can cause damage.

Knife cuts are all too common during unpacking, causing           
product damage, and in unfortunate instances, personal 
injury. Once the product is damaged, it’s often returned          
as unsaleable; and as noted earlier, the costs associated 
with just one cut or laceration are astronomical.                      
In addition to the monetary costs associated with these 
injuries, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics suggests            
these types of workplace injuries may require up to four days 
for recuperation.  

To minimize the damage and 
danger associated with knife 
cuts, The ShurSEAL Solution        
is available with optional           
Folded-Edge Technology, a 
feature that folds the edges*** 
of the tape along the length        
of the carton as it’s applied. 
This creates a secure, 
ready-to-open seal that doesn’t require a knife or blade to 
open – essentially creating a dry tape edge that can be 
grasped and removed by hand, reducing the risk  of        
product damage and worker injury due to knife cuts along 
the supply chain. 

Folding the edges of the tape also reinforces seal strength,            
particularly at its most vulnerable failure point – the         
major flaps where the tape folds over the edge of the 
carton. This reduces the risk of the tape being nicked and 
broken, providing an added layer of security to keep 
contents secure from damage, contamination and theft.

Summary
To summarize, many organizations, large and small, face 
packaging issues along the supply chain. An unsecure 
seal is often at the heart of most of these issues. 

And, with more of the tape’s adhesive being used to seal 
the carton, more force is required to open it. Compared to 
other leading tape and applicator combinations, The        
ShurSEAL Solution requires three times the force to break 
the seal on an under-filled carton.**

What does this mean for case 
sealing issues? A better seal. 
With proper application, more of 
the tape’s adhesive is used, 
creating a more secure seal 
that’s able to withstand the 
external stress forces met 
throughout the distribution 
network. And, one that offers 
visual evidence – via fiber tear – 
that the tape has been removed or tampered with, providing 
an additional layer of security.

Avoiding Damage Due to Sharp Instruments
Now, let’s address that third, often overlooked, issue: 
damage due to sharp instruments. 

You may have every precaution in place to ensure the 
safety and quality of your product, but you can’t                  
necessarily extend your reach beyond your facility. 

We’ve spent a great deal of time testing and refining The 
ShurSEAL Solution to deliver a carton sealing system that 
addresses concerns over weak seals. Shurtape HP Series 
packaging tape is uniquely engineered to create an 
instant bond to cartons and the PrimeLoc tape applicator 
is designed to deliver unmatched wipe-down force for 
secure, tamper-evident seals. For added performance, the 
tape applicator’s optional Folded-Edge Technology 
reinforces strength and creates a ready-to-open seal. 

Please visit ShurSEALSecure.com to learn more about The 
ShurSEAL Solution and how it can help increase               
efficiencies on your packaging lines and deliver secure 
seals, every time. 

You can also contact us at 888.442.TAPE to schedule an 
evaluation of your carton sealing situation and review 
potential cost savings that could be achieved by switching 
to The ShurSEAL Solution.

Packaging tape issues, like tape not sticking and broken or 
uncut tape, can lead to production downtime, reworks, 
material waste and more. 

Unsecure seals, caused by improper application by a tape 
applicator or using the wrong tape for the application, can 
result in cartons opening during transit, product damage, 
contamination and theft.

And, finally, the often overlooked issue of using sharp 
instruments to open cartons can lead to costly knife cuts, 
resulting in product damage 
and possible personal injury.

But, selecting the right               
combination of tape and                 
application device can help        
fix these issues, maximize            
production efficiency to save 
time and money, and give you a 
little more time to spend on 
other things.

And, with a better, more reliable seal, you can be confident 
your seal – and your brand image – will maintain its hold, 
from the packaging line to the customer.

product. It’s also critical to enabling lines to stay up          
and running.

Packaging tapes are available in a variety of adhesives 
and grades. Two common adhesive types are acrylic and 
hot melt. 

Acrylic tapes are constructed with cast BOPP film that 
provides uniform thickness and durable performance. They 
offer good initial tack because their adhesive is more 
viscous (or liquid like). This allows for better tack to the 
corrugated surface; however, the viscosity also makes it 
easier for the adhesive to flow out when external stress 
forces are met. 

Hot melt tapes are constructed with three layers: a cast 
BOPP film backing like that found in acrylic tapes, a 
special release coat that allows these tapes to unwind 
consistently and easily, and the adhesive layer. 

Whereas acrylic adhesive strength builds over time, hot 
melt adhesives are produced with a very strong synthetic 
rubber/resin, which generates an instant, aggressive bond 
to corrugated cartons. Once applied, it would take an 
extreme amount of force to cause the adhesive to pull 
away from itself. So, if applied properly, it would be more 
likely to rip the corrugated material than fail.

The Hot Melt Difference
In addition to an aggressive bond to corrugated cartons, a 
hot melt adhesive offers higher cohesive strength. In other 
words: its ability to maintain its hold on your carton. 

External forces encountered through the lifecycle, such as 
lifting, shifting, forklifts and general stress applied during 
storage and transit, can affect the tape’s holding power. 
When external forces such as these are met, the exterior of 
the carton will contort and apply stress to the tape, 
typically where the major flaps meet the side of the carton. 
If the tape’s cohesive strength is not sufficient, it will fail, 
leading to cartons popping open, and the potential for 
product damage, contamination and theft. 

Manufacturers, such as          
Shurtape, place their tapes 
through rigorous testing to 
ensure they provide strong 
holding power. 

This is typically done through a 
shear test, which simulates the 
tape being adhered to the side 
of a carton. In most industrial 

packaging applications, it is best to use a tape that is 
rated at or above 10,000 minutes of holding power.          
Shurtape HP Series packaging tapes, for example,         
consistently provide the highest holding power to                 
fiberboard in the industry.

Grades of Packaging Tape

Some applications, like those 
involving cold environments     
and recycled corrugate, require    
specialized tapes.

Shurtape HP Series packaging 
tapes perform reliably to            
the core for efficient tape 
consumption with less waste.



without a trace. Issues such as 
these are often caused by 
improper application by a tape 
applicator or not using                
the right type of tape for            
the application.

A final, often overlooked, issue         
is damage due to sharp               
instruments. Something as 
simple as a knife or other 
sharp object can wreak havoc along the supply chain. 
Knife cuts and nicks cause product damage and may 
cause items to be deemed unsaleable, resulting in costly 
returns.  The Grocery Manufacturers  Association and the 
Food Marketing Institute estimate that damaged product 
and other unsaleables cost consumer packaged goods 
manufacturers $15 billion annually or 1 to 2 percent of a 
manufacturer’s gross sales. 

A second risk associated with knives is personal injury due 
to cuts and lacerations. The Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration estimates that just one cut or             
laceration can cost $36,500, including direct costs such 
as worker’s compensation payouts and healthcare, and 
indirect costs such as wages paid related to lost time          
or work stoppage, and time and money spent on            
worker replacement. 

On the positive side, these issues have a common            
thread that’s easily fixed. Selecting the right combination 
of packaging tape and application device can not            
only address these common complaints and deliver a 
quality, secure seal on your cartons, but also maximize 
efficiencies on packaging lines to keep them running 
longer and faster.

Packaging Tapes 
Let’s start with packaging tape. Selecting the right tape is 
essential to maintaining the integrity of your carton and 

used in the U.S. was successfully recovered for recycling, 
maintaining its top position as the most-recycled              
packaging material.”  Although great for the environment, 
the higher recycled content of corrugated containers can 
affect packaging tape’s ability to create a secure seal. 

That’s because as the recycled content in corrugated 
containers increases, smaller fibers and more fillers are 
used, which creates a difficult surface for packaging tape 
to stick. 

Shurtape designed its HP 235 packaging tape with an 
enhanced adhesive engineered 
specifically for sealing             
highly recycled corrugated 
containers, particularly 
100-percent recycled. The 
optimized adhesive formula 
results in higher adhesion and 
higher shear, and also provides 
increased fiber tear when the 
tape is removed, offering 
tamper-evident security. 

Tape Quality
Tape quality is another important factor to consider when 
choosing a packaging tape. So much so that the Pressure 
Sensitive Tape Council (PSTC) developed its Responsible 
Tape Manufacturer (RTM) program,  which certifies 
member companies against numerous regulations, laws 
and best practices related to both product quality and 
manufacturing responsibility. Products offered by RTM-    
certified companies, like Shurtape, are manufactured to 
meet strict standards, producing a product you can     
proudly apply. 

And, quality packaging tapes are designed to keep             
packaging lines running faster and longer. Variables such     
as inconsistent film thickness, thin adhesive coating and 
little release coating may hinder the performance of the 
tape. Make sure your tape manufacturer places its tapes 

Another important consideration when choosing a          
packaging tape is grade. Packaging tapes are available in 
a variety of grades, meaning varying levels of film            
thickness and amount of adhesive. 

These grades ensure you have the right holding power and 
tensile strength based on the several variables, including 
the carton’s size, weight and environment, among other              
considerations. As any of these factors increases, so too 
should the grade of tape.

Specialty Tapes
In addition to the standard hot melt product offering, 
some applications require a specialty tape. 

Without proper tape adhesion, some cartons, especially 
those on the top pallet layer, may end up with a weaker 
seal, allowing them to pop open. This issue is magnified in 
a cold environment. 

Cold, often harsh environments, like produce packaging, 
meat and poultry processing, dairy facilities, cold         
weather moving/storage and unheated warehouses in 
cold-weather climates, often require a tape engineered 

specifically for performance in 
sub-freezing conditions. 

Shurtape HP 132 and HP 232 
are specially formulated with a  
synthetic rubber/resin hot melt 
adhesive that will provide            
an instant, permanent bond          
in sub-freezing temperatures      
to keep packages sealed        
and secured.

Sealing recycled corrugated cartons is another application 
that demands a specialized tape. 

According to the Corrugated Packaging Alliance, “in 2012, 
91 percent (29 million tons) of the corrugated packaging 

force to create a bond to the carton. The proper amount        
of pressure drives the tape’s adhesive into the surface,           
allowing the adhesive to entangle itself deep within the 
fibers of the carton to create a secure seal. 

In an automated setting, this 
force is provided by a tape 
applicator, which typically is 
designed with two rollers that 
are positioned at the front          
and rear of the unit. In many 
cases, the force generated            
by these rollers is not sufficient         
to create a secure seal,               
especially if you’re sealing 
under-filled cartons. 

With the increase in Internet shopping and the use of 
flexible packaging by many manufacturers, under-filled 
cartons are  becoming more prevalent and present a 
major sealing issue for tape applicators. A tape applicator 
can achieve more force on a full box if there’s resistance 
from the product within. 
Under-filled cartons don’t have 
that resistance and therefore 
receive less force from the 
wipe-down mechanisms, which 
can lead to unsecure seals. 

So, when selecting a tape        
applicator, look for options          
that offer multiple wipe-down 
mechanisms. For example, after 
three years of research and 
testing, Shurtape paired its         
HP Series packaging tape with a 
PrimeLoc™ tape applicator* to create The ShurSEAL®          
Solution. The PrimeLoc tape applicator is designed with           
multiple, flexible wipe-down points, which allow for full            
utilization of the tape’s adhesive, even on under-filled cartons.

through a rigorous testing process to ensure the                 
consistency of every roll. 

Shurtape HP Series has a uniquely engineered formula 
that delivers a consistent, low-force unwind off the roll so 
that every roll is “good to the core,” meaning no tape          
is wasted. 

Why Does it Matter? 
Why do all these factors matter? Tape issues, like not 
sticking and breaking, can be costly due to additional 
tape usage, production downtime and reworks. But, using 
a packaging tape with an aggressive adhesive, in some 
cases designed for your specific application, allows for a 
better bond. And, tapes that offer easy and consistent 
unwind from the roll means less stretching and fewer 
breaks during application. So less tape will be used and 
fewer reworks will be required. 

Additionally, application issues resulting in cartons 
popping open and weak seals that are easy to pilfer, can 
be addressed with tapes that offer better holding           
power. The shear strength means cartons can withstand 
more stress – and a better seal means there’s more              
tamper-evident security via visible fiber tear.

Application Method
Not only is it important to have a packaging tape that’s 
made well, but application method is also important. The 
combination of the right tape and application device can 
provide a secure, easy-to-open seal that addresses the 
critical sealing issues faced by many organizations. 

There are two ways to apply tape to your cartons – by          
hand and by machine. Here, we will focus on the               
automated process. 

The Importance of Wipe-Down Force
It’s important to note that packaging tapes are pressure 
sensitive, meaning they require some type of wipe-down 

Your cartons will encounter a variety of stresses and issues 
along the supply chain, until finally reaching their             
destination...where something as simple as a knife or 
other sharp instrument can cause damage.

Knife cuts are all too common during unpacking, causing           
product damage, and in unfortunate instances, personal 
injury. Once the product is damaged, it’s often returned          
as unsaleable; and as noted earlier, the costs associated 
with just one cut or laceration are astronomical.                      
In addition to the monetary costs associated with these 
injuries, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics suggests            
these types of workplace injuries may require up to four days 
for recuperation.  

To minimize the damage and 
danger associated with knife 
cuts, The ShurSEAL Solution        
is available with optional           
Folded-Edge Technology, a 
feature that folds the edges*** 
of the tape along the length        
of the carton as it’s applied. 
This creates a secure, 
ready-to-open seal that doesn’t require a knife or blade to 
open – essentially creating a dry tape edge that can be 
grasped and removed by hand, reducing the risk  of        
product damage and worker injury due to knife cuts along 
the supply chain. 

Folding the edges of the tape also reinforces seal strength,            
particularly at its most vulnerable failure point – the         
major flaps where the tape folds over the edge of the 
carton. This reduces the risk of the tape being nicked and 
broken, providing an added layer of security to keep 
contents secure from damage, contamination and theft.

Summary
To summarize, many organizations, large and small, face 
packaging issues along the supply chain. An unsecure 
seal is often at the heart of most of these issues. 

And, with more of the tape’s adhesive being used to seal 
the carton, more force is required to open it. Compared to 
other leading tape and applicator combinations, The        
ShurSEAL Solution requires three times the force to break 
the seal on an under-filled carton.**

What does this mean for case 
sealing issues? A better seal. 
With proper application, more of 
the tape’s adhesive is used, 
creating a more secure seal 
that’s able to withstand the 
external stress forces met 
throughout the distribution 
network. And, one that offers 
visual evidence – via fiber tear – 
that the tape has been removed or tampered with, providing 
an additional layer of security.

Avoiding Damage Due to Sharp Instruments
Now, let’s address that third, often overlooked, issue: 
damage due to sharp instruments. 

You may have every precaution in place to ensure the 
safety and quality of your product, but you can’t                  
necessarily extend your reach beyond your facility. 

We’ve spent a great deal of time testing and refining The 
ShurSEAL Solution to deliver a carton sealing system that 
addresses concerns over weak seals. Shurtape HP Series 
packaging tape is uniquely engineered to create an 
instant bond to cartons and the PrimeLoc tape applicator 
is designed to deliver unmatched wipe-down force for 
secure, tamper-evident seals. For added performance, the 
tape applicator’s optional Folded-Edge Technology 
reinforces strength and creates a ready-to-open seal. 

Please visit ShurSEALSecure.com to learn more about The 
ShurSEAL Solution and how it can help increase               
efficiencies on your packaging lines and deliver secure 
seals, every time. 

You can also contact us at 888.442.TAPE to schedule an 
evaluation of your carton sealing situation and review 
potential cost savings that could be achieved by switching 
to The ShurSEAL Solution.

Packaging tape issues, like tape not sticking and broken or 
uncut tape, can lead to production downtime, reworks, 
material waste and more. 

Unsecure seals, caused by improper application by a tape 
applicator or using the wrong tape for the application, can 
result in cartons opening during transit, product damage, 
contamination and theft.

And, finally, the often overlooked issue of using sharp 
instruments to open cartons can lead to costly knife cuts, 
resulting in product damage 
and possible personal injury.

But, selecting the right               
combination of tape and                 
application device can help        
fix these issues, maximize            
production efficiency to save 
time and money, and give you a 
little more time to spend on 
other things.

And, with a better, more reliable seal, you can be confident 
your seal – and your brand image – will maintain its hold, 
from the packaging line to the customer.

product. It’s also critical to enabling lines to stay up          
and running.

Packaging tapes are available in a variety of adhesives 
and grades. Two common adhesive types are acrylic and 
hot melt. 

Acrylic tapes are constructed with cast BOPP film that 
provides uniform thickness and durable performance. They 
offer good initial tack because their adhesive is more 
viscous (or liquid like). This allows for better tack to the 
corrugated surface; however, the viscosity also makes it 
easier for the adhesive to flow out when external stress 
forces are met. 

Hot melt tapes are constructed with three layers: a cast 
BOPP film backing like that found in acrylic tapes, a 
special release coat that allows these tapes to unwind 
consistently and easily, and the adhesive layer. 

Whereas acrylic adhesive strength builds over time, hot 
melt adhesives are produced with a very strong synthetic 
rubber/resin, which generates an instant, aggressive bond 
to corrugated cartons. Once applied, it would take an 
extreme amount of force to cause the adhesive to pull 
away from itself. So, if applied properly, it would be more 
likely to rip the corrugated material than fail.

The Hot Melt Difference
In addition to an aggressive bond to corrugated cartons, a 
hot melt adhesive offers higher cohesive strength. In other 
words: its ability to maintain its hold on your carton. 

External forces encountered through the lifecycle, such as 
lifting, shifting, forklifts and general stress applied during 
storage and transit, can affect the tape’s holding power. 
When external forces such as these are met, the exterior of 
the carton will contort and apply stress to the tape, 
typically where the major flaps meet the side of the carton. 
If the tape’s cohesive strength is not sufficient, it will fail, 
leading to cartons popping open, and the potential for 
product damage, contamination and theft. 

Manufacturers, such as          
Shurtape, place their tapes 
through rigorous testing to 
ensure they provide strong 
holding power. 

This is typically done through a 
shear test, which simulates the 
tape being adhered to the side 
of a carton. In most industrial 

packaging applications, it is best to use a tape that is 
rated at or above 10,000 minutes of holding power.          
Shurtape HP Series packaging tapes, for example,         
consistently provide the highest holding power to                 
fiberboard in the industry.

Grades of Packaging Tape

The force generated by rollers 
positioned at the front and rear 
of a tape applicator may not 
generate the force needed to 
create a secure seal.

When selecting a tape              
applicator, it’s important to       
look at how the applicator    
wipes down the tape – The 
ShurSEAL Solution offers 
multiple, flexible wipe-down 
points that deliver unmatched 
wipe-down force.



without a trace. Issues such as 
these are often caused by 
improper application by a tape 
applicator or not using                
the right type of tape for            
the application.

A final, often overlooked, issue         
is damage due to sharp               
instruments. Something as 
simple as a knife or other 
sharp object can wreak havoc along the supply chain. 
Knife cuts and nicks cause product damage and may 
cause items to be deemed unsaleable, resulting in costly 
returns.  The Grocery Manufacturers  Association and the 
Food Marketing Institute estimate that damaged product 
and other unsaleables cost consumer packaged goods 
manufacturers $15 billion annually or 1 to 2 percent of a 
manufacturer’s gross sales. 

A second risk associated with knives is personal injury due 
to cuts and lacerations. The Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration estimates that just one cut or             
laceration can cost $36,500, including direct costs such 
as worker’s compensation payouts and healthcare, and 
indirect costs such as wages paid related to lost time          
or work stoppage, and time and money spent on            
worker replacement. 

On the positive side, these issues have a common            
thread that’s easily fixed. Selecting the right combination 
of packaging tape and application device can not            
only address these common complaints and deliver a 
quality, secure seal on your cartons, but also maximize 
efficiencies on packaging lines to keep them running 
longer and faster.

Packaging Tapes 
Let’s start with packaging tape. Selecting the right tape is 
essential to maintaining the integrity of your carton and 

used in the U.S. was successfully recovered for recycling, 
maintaining its top position as the most-recycled              
packaging material.”  Although great for the environment, 
the higher recycled content of corrugated containers can 
affect packaging tape’s ability to create a secure seal. 

That’s because as the recycled content in corrugated 
containers increases, smaller fibers and more fillers are 
used, which creates a difficult surface for packaging tape 
to stick. 

Shurtape designed its HP 235 packaging tape with an 
enhanced adhesive engineered 
specifically for sealing             
highly recycled corrugated 
containers, particularly 
100-percent recycled. The 
optimized adhesive formula 
results in higher adhesion and 
higher shear, and also provides 
increased fiber tear when the 
tape is removed, offering 
tamper-evident security. 

Tape Quality
Tape quality is another important factor to consider when 
choosing a packaging tape. So much so that the Pressure 
Sensitive Tape Council (PSTC) developed its Responsible 
Tape Manufacturer (RTM) program,  which certifies 
member companies against numerous regulations, laws 
and best practices related to both product quality and 
manufacturing responsibility. Products offered by RTM-    
certified companies, like Shurtape, are manufactured to 
meet strict standards, producing a product you can     
proudly apply. 

And, quality packaging tapes are designed to keep             
packaging lines running faster and longer. Variables such     
as inconsistent film thickness, thin adhesive coating and 
little release coating may hinder the performance of the 
tape. Make sure your tape manufacturer places its tapes 

Another important consideration when choosing a          
packaging tape is grade. Packaging tapes are available in 
a variety of grades, meaning varying levels of film            
thickness and amount of adhesive. 

These grades ensure you have the right holding power and 
tensile strength based on the several variables, including 
the carton’s size, weight and environment, among other              
considerations. As any of these factors increases, so too 
should the grade of tape.

Specialty Tapes
In addition to the standard hot melt product offering, 
some applications require a specialty tape. 

Without proper tape adhesion, some cartons, especially 
those on the top pallet layer, may end up with a weaker 
seal, allowing them to pop open. This issue is magnified in 
a cold environment. 

Cold, often harsh environments, like produce packaging, 
meat and poultry processing, dairy facilities, cold         
weather moving/storage and unheated warehouses in 
cold-weather climates, often require a tape engineered 

specifically for performance in 
sub-freezing conditions. 

Shurtape HP 132 and HP 232 
are specially formulated with a  
synthetic rubber/resin hot melt 
adhesive that will provide            
an instant, permanent bond          
in sub-freezing temperatures      
to keep packages sealed        
and secured.

Sealing recycled corrugated cartons is another application 
that demands a specialized tape. 

According to the Corrugated Packaging Alliance, “in 2012, 
91 percent (29 million tons) of the corrugated packaging 

force to create a bond to the carton. The proper amount        
of pressure drives the tape’s adhesive into the surface,           
allowing the adhesive to entangle itself deep within the 
fibers of the carton to create a secure seal. 

In an automated setting, this 
force is provided by a tape 
applicator, which typically is 
designed with two rollers that 
are positioned at the front          
and rear of the unit. In many 
cases, the force generated            
by these rollers is not sufficient         
to create a secure seal,               
especially if you’re sealing 
under-filled cartons. 

With the increase in Internet shopping and the use of 
flexible packaging by many manufacturers, under-filled 
cartons are  becoming more prevalent and present a 
major sealing issue for tape applicators. A tape applicator 
can achieve more force on a full box if there’s resistance 
from the product within. 
Under-filled cartons don’t have 
that resistance and therefore 
receive less force from the 
wipe-down mechanisms, which 
can lead to unsecure seals. 

So, when selecting a tape        
applicator, look for options          
that offer multiple wipe-down 
mechanisms. For example, after 
three years of research and 
testing, Shurtape paired its         
HP Series packaging tape with a 
PrimeLoc™ tape applicator* to create The ShurSEAL®          
Solution. The PrimeLoc tape applicator is designed with           
multiple, flexible wipe-down points, which allow for full            
utilization of the tape’s adhesive, even on under-filled cartons.

through a rigorous testing process to ensure the                 
consistency of every roll. 

Shurtape HP Series has a uniquely engineered formula 
that delivers a consistent, low-force unwind off the roll so 
that every roll is “good to the core,” meaning no tape          
is wasted. 

Why Does it Matter? 
Why do all these factors matter? Tape issues, like not 
sticking and breaking, can be costly due to additional 
tape usage, production downtime and reworks. But, using 
a packaging tape with an aggressive adhesive, in some 
cases designed for your specific application, allows for a 
better bond. And, tapes that offer easy and consistent 
unwind from the roll means less stretching and fewer 
breaks during application. So less tape will be used and 
fewer reworks will be required. 

Additionally, application issues resulting in cartons 
popping open and weak seals that are easy to pilfer, can 
be addressed with tapes that offer better holding           
power. The shear strength means cartons can withstand 
more stress – and a better seal means there’s more              
tamper-evident security via visible fiber tear.

Application Method
Not only is it important to have a packaging tape that’s 
made well, but application method is also important. The 
combination of the right tape and application device can 
provide a secure, easy-to-open seal that addresses the 
critical sealing issues faced by many organizations. 

There are two ways to apply tape to your cartons – by          
hand and by machine. Here, we will focus on the               
automated process. 

The Importance of Wipe-Down Force
It’s important to note that packaging tapes are pressure 
sensitive, meaning they require some type of wipe-down 

Your cartons will encounter a variety of stresses and issues 
along the supply chain, until finally reaching their             
destination...where something as simple as a knife or 
other sharp instrument can cause damage.

Knife cuts are all too common during unpacking, causing           
product damage, and in unfortunate instances, personal 
injury. Once the product is damaged, it’s often returned          
as unsaleable; and as noted earlier, the costs associated 
with just one cut or laceration are astronomical.                      
In addition to the monetary costs associated with these 
injuries, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics suggests            
these types of workplace injuries may require up to four days 
for recuperation.  

To minimize the damage and 
danger associated with knife 
cuts, The ShurSEAL Solution        
is available with optional           
Folded-Edge Technology, a 
feature that folds the edges*** 
of the tape along the length        
of the carton as it’s applied. 
This creates a secure, 
ready-to-open seal that doesn’t require a knife or blade to 
open – essentially creating a dry tape edge that can be 
grasped and removed by hand, reducing the risk  of        
product damage and worker injury due to knife cuts along 
the supply chain. 

Folding the edges of the tape also reinforces seal strength,            
particularly at its most vulnerable failure point – the         
major flaps where the tape folds over the edge of the 
carton. This reduces the risk of the tape being nicked and 
broken, providing an added layer of security to keep 
contents secure from damage, contamination and theft.

Summary
To summarize, many organizations, large and small, face 
packaging issues along the supply chain. An unsecure 
seal is often at the heart of most of these issues. 

And, with more of the tape’s adhesive being used to seal 
the carton, more force is required to open it. Compared to 
other leading tape and applicator combinations, The        
ShurSEAL Solution requires three times the force to break 
the seal on an under-filled carton.**

What does this mean for case 
sealing issues? A better seal. 
With proper application, more of 
the tape’s adhesive is used, 
creating a more secure seal 
that’s able to withstand the 
external stress forces met 
throughout the distribution 
network. And, one that offers 
visual evidence – via fiber tear – 
that the tape has been removed or tampered with, providing 
an additional layer of security.

Avoiding Damage Due to Sharp Instruments
Now, let’s address that third, often overlooked, issue: 
damage due to sharp instruments. 

You may have every precaution in place to ensure the 
safety and quality of your product, but you can’t                  
necessarily extend your reach beyond your facility. 

We’ve spent a great deal of time testing and refining The 
ShurSEAL Solution to deliver a carton sealing system that 
addresses concerns over weak seals. Shurtape HP Series 
packaging tape is uniquely engineered to create an 
instant bond to cartons and the PrimeLoc tape applicator 
is designed to deliver unmatched wipe-down force for 
secure, tamper-evident seals. For added performance, the 
tape applicator’s optional Folded-Edge Technology 
reinforces strength and creates a ready-to-open seal. 

Please visit ShurSEALSecure.com to learn more about The 
ShurSEAL Solution and how it can help increase               
efficiencies on your packaging lines and deliver secure 
seals, every time. 

You can also contact us at 888.442.TAPE to schedule an 
evaluation of your carton sealing situation and review 
potential cost savings that could be achieved by switching 
to The ShurSEAL Solution.

Packaging tape issues, like tape not sticking and broken or 
uncut tape, can lead to production downtime, reworks, 
material waste and more. 

Unsecure seals, caused by improper application by a tape 
applicator or using the wrong tape for the application, can 
result in cartons opening during transit, product damage, 
contamination and theft.

And, finally, the often overlooked issue of using sharp 
instruments to open cartons can lead to costly knife cuts, 
resulting in product damage 
and possible personal injury.

But, selecting the right               
combination of tape and                 
application device can help        
fix these issues, maximize            
production efficiency to save 
time and money, and give you a 
little more time to spend on 
other things.

And, with a better, more reliable seal, you can be confident 
your seal – and your brand image – will maintain its hold, 
from the packaging line to the customer.

product. It’s also critical to enabling lines to stay up          
and running.

Packaging tapes are available in a variety of adhesives 
and grades. Two common adhesive types are acrylic and 
hot melt. 

Acrylic tapes are constructed with cast BOPP film that 
provides uniform thickness and durable performance. They 
offer good initial tack because their adhesive is more 
viscous (or liquid like). This allows for better tack to the 
corrugated surface; however, the viscosity also makes it 
easier for the adhesive to flow out when external stress 
forces are met. 

Hot melt tapes are constructed with three layers: a cast 
BOPP film backing like that found in acrylic tapes, a 
special release coat that allows these tapes to unwind 
consistently and easily, and the adhesive layer. 

Whereas acrylic adhesive strength builds over time, hot 
melt adhesives are produced with a very strong synthetic 
rubber/resin, which generates an instant, aggressive bond 
to corrugated cartons. Once applied, it would take an 
extreme amount of force to cause the adhesive to pull 
away from itself. So, if applied properly, it would be more 
likely to rip the corrugated material than fail.

The Hot Melt Difference
In addition to an aggressive bond to corrugated cartons, a 
hot melt adhesive offers higher cohesive strength. In other 
words: its ability to maintain its hold on your carton. 

External forces encountered through the lifecycle, such as 
lifting, shifting, forklifts and general stress applied during 
storage and transit, can affect the tape’s holding power. 
When external forces such as these are met, the exterior of 
the carton will contort and apply stress to the tape, 
typically where the major flaps meet the side of the carton. 
If the tape’s cohesive strength is not sufficient, it will fail, 
leading to cartons popping open, and the potential for 
product damage, contamination and theft. 

Manufacturers, such as          
Shurtape, place their tapes 
through rigorous testing to 
ensure they provide strong 
holding power. 

This is typically done through a 
shear test, which simulates the 
tape being adhered to the side 
of a carton. In most industrial 

packaging applications, it is best to use a tape that is 
rated at or above 10,000 minutes of holding power.          
Shurtape HP Series packaging tapes, for example,         
consistently provide the highest holding power to                 
fiberboard in the industry.

Grades of Packaging Tape

With proper wipe-down force, 
more of the tape’s adhesive         
is used, resulting in visible      
fiber tear.

This depicts the amount of pressure that would be applied to a piece of 
tape on an under-filled carton. The red signifies a significant amount of 
wipe-down force. It is difficult for a roller to apply the type of pin point load 
that is needed to fully engage the tape’s adhesive with the corrugated 
surface; multiple wipe-down mechanisms generate a more consistent 
pressure profile, resulting in more secure seals. 

Folded-Edge Technology reinforces 
the strength of the seal and 
creates a ready-to-open feature 
that doesn’t require a knife.



without a trace. Issues such as 
these are often caused by 
improper application by a tape 
applicator or not using                
the right type of tape for            
the application.

A final, often overlooked, issue         
is damage due to sharp               
instruments. Something as 
simple as a knife or other 
sharp object can wreak havoc along the supply chain. 
Knife cuts and nicks cause product damage and may 
cause items to be deemed unsaleable, resulting in costly 
returns.  The Grocery Manufacturers  Association and the 
Food Marketing Institute estimate that damaged product 
and other unsaleables cost consumer packaged goods 
manufacturers $15 billion annually or 1 to 2 percent of a 
manufacturer’s gross sales. 

A second risk associated with knives is personal injury due 
to cuts and lacerations. The Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration estimates that just one cut or             
laceration can cost $36,500, including direct costs such 
as worker’s compensation payouts and healthcare, and 
indirect costs such as wages paid related to lost time          
or work stoppage, and time and money spent on            
worker replacement. 

On the positive side, these issues have a common            
thread that’s easily fixed. Selecting the right combination 
of packaging tape and application device can not            
only address these common complaints and deliver a 
quality, secure seal on your cartons, but also maximize 
efficiencies on packaging lines to keep them running 
longer and faster.

Packaging Tapes 
Let’s start with packaging tape. Selecting the right tape is 
essential to maintaining the integrity of your carton and 

used in the U.S. was successfully recovered for recycling, 
maintaining its top position as the most-recycled              
packaging material.”  Although great for the environment, 
the higher recycled content of corrugated containers can 
affect packaging tape’s ability to create a secure seal. 

That’s because as the recycled content in corrugated 
containers increases, smaller fibers and more fillers are 
used, which creates a difficult surface for packaging tape 
to stick. 

Shurtape designed its HP 235 packaging tape with an 
enhanced adhesive engineered 
specifically for sealing             
highly recycled corrugated 
containers, particularly 
100-percent recycled. The 
optimized adhesive formula 
results in higher adhesion and 
higher shear, and also provides 
increased fiber tear when the 
tape is removed, offering 
tamper-evident security. 

Tape Quality
Tape quality is another important factor to consider when 
choosing a packaging tape. So much so that the Pressure 
Sensitive Tape Council (PSTC) developed its Responsible 
Tape Manufacturer (RTM) program,  which certifies 
member companies against numerous regulations, laws 
and best practices related to both product quality and 
manufacturing responsibility. Products offered by RTM-    
certified companies, like Shurtape, are manufactured to 
meet strict standards, producing a product you can     
proudly apply. 

And, quality packaging tapes are designed to keep             
packaging lines running faster and longer. Variables such     
as inconsistent film thickness, thin adhesive coating and 
little release coating may hinder the performance of the 
tape. Make sure your tape manufacturer places its tapes 

Another important consideration when choosing a          
packaging tape is grade. Packaging tapes are available in 
a variety of grades, meaning varying levels of film            
thickness and amount of adhesive. 

These grades ensure you have the right holding power and 
tensile strength based on the several variables, including 
the carton’s size, weight and environment, among other              
considerations. As any of these factors increases, so too 
should the grade of tape.

Specialty Tapes
In addition to the standard hot melt product offering, 
some applications require a specialty tape. 

Without proper tape adhesion, some cartons, especially 
those on the top pallet layer, may end up with a weaker 
seal, allowing them to pop open. This issue is magnified in 
a cold environment. 

Cold, often harsh environments, like produce packaging, 
meat and poultry processing, dairy facilities, cold         
weather moving/storage and unheated warehouses in 
cold-weather climates, often require a tape engineered 

specifically for performance in 
sub-freezing conditions. 

Shurtape HP 132 and HP 232 
are specially formulated with a  
synthetic rubber/resin hot melt 
adhesive that will provide            
an instant, permanent bond          
in sub-freezing temperatures      
to keep packages sealed        
and secured.

Sealing recycled corrugated cartons is another application 
that demands a specialized tape. 

According to the Corrugated Packaging Alliance, “in 2012, 
91 percent (29 million tons) of the corrugated packaging 

force to create a bond to the carton. The proper amount        
of pressure drives the tape’s adhesive into the surface,           
allowing the adhesive to entangle itself deep within the 
fibers of the carton to create a secure seal. 

In an automated setting, this 
force is provided by a tape 
applicator, which typically is 
designed with two rollers that 
are positioned at the front          
and rear of the unit. In many 
cases, the force generated            
by these rollers is not sufficient         
to create a secure seal,               
especially if you’re sealing 
under-filled cartons. 

With the increase in Internet shopping and the use of 
flexible packaging by many manufacturers, under-filled 
cartons are  becoming more prevalent and present a 
major sealing issue for tape applicators. A tape applicator 
can achieve more force on a full box if there’s resistance 
from the product within. 
Under-filled cartons don’t have 
that resistance and therefore 
receive less force from the 
wipe-down mechanisms, which 
can lead to unsecure seals. 

So, when selecting a tape        
applicator, look for options          
that offer multiple wipe-down 
mechanisms. For example, after 
three years of research and 
testing, Shurtape paired its         
HP Series packaging tape with a 
PrimeLoc™ tape applicator* to create The ShurSEAL®          
Solution. The PrimeLoc tape applicator is designed with           
multiple, flexible wipe-down points, which allow for full            
utilization of the tape’s adhesive, even on under-filled cartons.

through a rigorous testing process to ensure the                 
consistency of every roll. 

Shurtape HP Series has a uniquely engineered formula 
that delivers a consistent, low-force unwind off the roll so 
that every roll is “good to the core,” meaning no tape          
is wasted. 

Why Does it Matter? 
Why do all these factors matter? Tape issues, like not 
sticking and breaking, can be costly due to additional 
tape usage, production downtime and reworks. But, using 
a packaging tape with an aggressive adhesive, in some 
cases designed for your specific application, allows for a 
better bond. And, tapes that offer easy and consistent 
unwind from the roll means less stretching and fewer 
breaks during application. So less tape will be used and 
fewer reworks will be required. 

Additionally, application issues resulting in cartons 
popping open and weak seals that are easy to pilfer, can 
be addressed with tapes that offer better holding           
power. The shear strength means cartons can withstand 
more stress – and a better seal means there’s more              
tamper-evident security via visible fiber tear.

Application Method
Not only is it important to have a packaging tape that’s 
made well, but application method is also important. The 
combination of the right tape and application device can 
provide a secure, easy-to-open seal that addresses the 
critical sealing issues faced by many organizations. 

There are two ways to apply tape to your cartons – by          
hand and by machine. Here, we will focus on the               
automated process. 

The Importance of Wipe-Down Force
It’s important to note that packaging tapes are pressure 
sensitive, meaning they require some type of wipe-down 

Your cartons will encounter a variety of stresses and issues 
along the supply chain, until finally reaching their             
destination...where something as simple as a knife or 
other sharp instrument can cause damage.

Knife cuts are all too common during unpacking, causing           
product damage, and in unfortunate instances, personal 
injury. Once the product is damaged, it’s often returned          
as unsaleable; and as noted earlier, the costs associated 
with just one cut or laceration are astronomical.                      
In addition to the monetary costs associated with these 
injuries, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics suggests            
these types of workplace injuries may require up to four days 
for recuperation.  

To minimize the damage and 
danger associated with knife 
cuts, The ShurSEAL Solution        
is available with optional           
Folded-Edge Technology, a 
feature that folds the edges*** 
of the tape along the length        
of the carton as it’s applied. 
This creates a secure, 
ready-to-open seal that doesn’t require a knife or blade to 
open – essentially creating a dry tape edge that can be 
grasped and removed by hand, reducing the risk  of        
product damage and worker injury due to knife cuts along 
the supply chain. 

Folding the edges of the tape also reinforces seal strength,            
particularly at its most vulnerable failure point – the         
major flaps where the tape folds over the edge of the 
carton. This reduces the risk of the tape being nicked and 
broken, providing an added layer of security to keep 
contents secure from damage, contamination and theft.

Summary
To summarize, many organizations, large and small, face 
packaging issues along the supply chain. An unsecure 
seal is often at the heart of most of these issues. 

And, with more of the tape’s adhesive being used to seal 
the carton, more force is required to open it. Compared to 
other leading tape and applicator combinations, The        
ShurSEAL Solution requires three times the force to break 
the seal on an under-filled carton.**

What does this mean for case 
sealing issues? A better seal. 
With proper application, more of 
the tape’s adhesive is used, 
creating a more secure seal 
that’s able to withstand the 
external stress forces met 
throughout the distribution 
network. And, one that offers 
visual evidence – via fiber tear – 
that the tape has been removed or tampered with, providing 
an additional layer of security.

Avoiding Damage Due to Sharp Instruments
Now, let’s address that third, often overlooked, issue: 
damage due to sharp instruments. 

You may have every precaution in place to ensure the 
safety and quality of your product, but you can’t                  
necessarily extend your reach beyond your facility. 

We’ve spent a great deal of time testing and refining The 
ShurSEAL Solution to deliver a carton sealing system that 
addresses concerns over weak seals. Shurtape HP Series 
packaging tape is uniquely engineered to create an 
instant bond to cartons and the PrimeLoc tape applicator 
is designed to deliver unmatched wipe-down force for 
secure, tamper-evident seals. For added performance, the 
tape applicator’s optional Folded-Edge Technology 
reinforces strength and creates a ready-to-open seal. 

Please visit ShurSEALSecure.com to learn more about The 
ShurSEAL Solution and how it can help increase               
efficiencies on your packaging lines and deliver secure 
seals, every time. 

You can also contact us at 888.442.TAPE to schedule an 
evaluation of your carton sealing situation and review 
potential cost savings that could be achieved by switching 
to The ShurSEAL Solution.

Packaging tape issues, like tape not sticking and broken or 
uncut tape, can lead to production downtime, reworks, 
material waste and more. 

Unsecure seals, caused by improper application by a tape 
applicator or using the wrong tape for the application, can 
result in cartons opening during transit, product damage, 
contamination and theft.

And, finally, the often overlooked issue of using sharp 
instruments to open cartons can lead to costly knife cuts, 
resulting in product damage 
and possible personal injury.

But, selecting the right               
combination of tape and                 
application device can help        
fix these issues, maximize            
production efficiency to save 
time and money, and give you a 
little more time to spend on 
other things.

And, with a better, more reliable seal, you can be confident 
your seal – and your brand image – will maintain its hold, 
from the packaging line to the customer.

product. It’s also critical to enabling lines to stay up          
and running.

Packaging tapes are available in a variety of adhesives 
and grades. Two common adhesive types are acrylic and 
hot melt. 

Acrylic tapes are constructed with cast BOPP film that 
provides uniform thickness and durable performance. They 
offer good initial tack because their adhesive is more 
viscous (or liquid like). This allows for better tack to the 
corrugated surface; however, the viscosity also makes it 
easier for the adhesive to flow out when external stress 
forces are met. 

Hot melt tapes are constructed with three layers: a cast 
BOPP film backing like that found in acrylic tapes, a 
special release coat that allows these tapes to unwind 
consistently and easily, and the adhesive layer. 

Whereas acrylic adhesive strength builds over time, hot 
melt adhesives are produced with a very strong synthetic 
rubber/resin, which generates an instant, aggressive bond 
to corrugated cartons. Once applied, it would take an 
extreme amount of force to cause the adhesive to pull 
away from itself. So, if applied properly, it would be more 
likely to rip the corrugated material than fail.

The Hot Melt Difference
In addition to an aggressive bond to corrugated cartons, a 
hot melt adhesive offers higher cohesive strength. In other 
words: its ability to maintain its hold on your carton. 

External forces encountered through the lifecycle, such as 
lifting, shifting, forklifts and general stress applied during 
storage and transit, can affect the tape’s holding power. 
When external forces such as these are met, the exterior of 
the carton will contort and apply stress to the tape, 
typically where the major flaps meet the side of the carton. 
If the tape’s cohesive strength is not sufficient, it will fail, 
leading to cartons popping open, and the potential for 
product damage, contamination and theft. 

Manufacturers, such as          
Shurtape, place their tapes 
through rigorous testing to 
ensure they provide strong 
holding power. 

This is typically done through a 
shear test, which simulates the 
tape being adhered to the side 
of a carton. In most industrial 

packaging applications, it is best to use a tape that is 
rated at or above 10,000 minutes of holding power.          
Shurtape HP Series packaging tapes, for example,         
consistently provide the highest holding power to                 
fiberboard in the industry.

Grades of Packaging Tape

The ShurSEAL Solution is a 
carton sealing system that 
delivers consistent and secure 
seals, every time.

Fiber Tear
For Better Security

Folded Edge
For No-Knife Opening

Wipe Down
For Stronger Seals

Aggressive Adhesive
For Highest Holding Power

SHURSEALSECURE.COM
1.888.442.TAPE
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